Affidavit/Declaration on own responsibility
The
undersigned_____________________________,
son/daughter
of__________and
of________, having the domicile in ______________________county/sector_____,
street________________, number____building_____floor____apartment____with personal
number code ______________, ID series____number____________.
Having the actual residence 1 in the locality of__________________county/sector__________,
street_________, number____, building_____, floor_____apartment_____.
Being aware of the provisions of art. 326 on the false statement 2, and of art. 325 on hindering
the combating of diseases, as stipulated by the new Criminal Code, I hereby declare on my own
responsibility the fact that I travel on personal/professional grounds, between the
hours_____________________ from______________________________________________
to_____________________________________________________________________________
for3 :
3

 travel between home and work venue, when the professional activity is essential and cannot be

organized remotely or travel for professional grounds that cannot be postponed;
 health check that cannot be postponed;
 travel for shopping of goods covering the basic needs of persons at commercial areas located

near the residing area;
 travel to provide assistance to the elderly, vulnerable people or for accompanying children;
 short travel, around the domicile, for outdoor individual physical activities, excluding any form

of collective sporting activity;
 short travel, around the domicile, related to the needs of pets

 travel for solving the following urgent situation:...............................................

....................................................................................................................................
This is what I hereby declare and sign.
Date ___/____/_______

1

Signature,

It is to be declared the applicable situation, when the person does not live at the domicile provided for in the identity document.
Declaring a situation that does not correspond to the real one, expressed in front of a personof those provided for in art. 175 or
to the units within he/she carries out the activity, with a view to producing a legal consequence for herself/himself or for
another person when, according to the law or circumstances, the declaration serves at producing that consequence, is
punishable with 3 months to 2 years imprisonment or with fine.
3
To be mentioned the reason/causes of travel.
2

